Delimitation of Duplicated Segments and Identification of Their Parental Origin in Two Partial Chromosome 3p Duplications
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Two chromosome 3 short arm duplications identified through G-banding were further investigated using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) of microsatellite markers, aiming at mapping breakpoints and disclosing mechanisms of origin of these chromosome aberrations. Patient 1 was found to be a mosaic: a 3p12 → 3p21 duplication was observed in most of his cells, and a normal cell line occurred with a frequency of about 3% in blood. In situ hybridization of chromosome 3 short- and long-arm libraries confirmed the short-arm duplication. Using FISH of short-arm sequences, the YAC 961_h_3 was shown to contain the proximal breakpoint (3p12.1 or 3p12.2), and the distal breakpoint was located between the YACs 729_c_3 and 806_h_2, which are adjacent in the WC 3.10 contig (3p21.1). In Patient 2, G-banding indicated a 3p21 → 3p24 duplication, without mosaicism. In situ hybridization of chromosome 3 short- and long-arm libraries confirmed the duplication of short-arm sequences. FISH of chromosome 3 sequences showed that the YAC 749_a_7 spanned the proximal breakpoint (3p21.33). The distal breakpoint mapped to the interval between YACs 932_b_6 (3p24.3) and 909_b_6 (3p25). In both cases, microsatellite genotyping pointed to a rearrangement between paternal sister chromatids.
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INTRODUCTION

Chromosomal abnormalities are one of the major causes of mental retardation/multiple congenital anomalies syndromes. The precise identification of duplicated/deleted chromosomal segments and of their parental origin is requisite for delineating the clinical consequences of these unbalances. The availability of cloned segments covering the human chromosomes as probes for fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) allowed a much more precise delimitation of the altered segments and breakpoint mapping than had been possible based on banding patterns [Floridia et al., 1996; Page et al., 1996; Huang et al., 1997; Wandstrat et al., 1998; Christ et al., 1999]. When the analysis of DNA polymorphisms is associated, it not only adds to the precision of this mapping, but also constitutes a tool for disclosing parental origin of the chromosomal abnormality [Katz et al., 1999; Giglio et al., 2000; Rosenberg et al., 2000]. Parent-of-origin determination becomes important in these studies since, as a consequence of genome imprinting, it is a potential additional cause of the clinical variability of chromosomal unbalances [Sutton and Shaffer, 2000]. Eventually, this analysis also contributes to disclosing the mechanisms leading to chromosomal abnormalities [Floridia et al., 1996; Lupski, 1998; Katz et al., 1999; Giglio et al., 2000].

In the two partial short-arm duplications of chromosome 3 herein described, we delimited the duplicated segments and mapped the breakpoints, using both FISH and microsatellite genotyping by PCR. The most likely mechanisms that led to the formation of these chromosomal aberrations could be inferred.

CLINICAL REPORTS

Patient 1 (RFM 23/10/80, Fig. 1a) was the first son of nonconsanguineous parents and had two normal sibs.
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Chromosomal analyses were performed on cultured peripheral blood lymphocytes, after GTG-banding and FISH.

FISH was performed in order to delimit the duplicated region. Probes included chromosome 3 short- and long-arm libraries that were hybridized according to the manufacturer (American Laboratory Supplies, Inc., Arlington, VA); plasmid pG3.5 containing chromosome 3 alphoid DNA sequences [Waye and Willard, 1989]; overlapping cosmids c64D1 and c81E4 that contain sequences from the FHIT gene (3p14.2), and overlapping cosmids c59H8 and c98A10, which contain sequences from the HSema IV gene (3p21.31), a gift from Dr. M. Garcia-Varella, University of Colorado Health Sciences Center; 25 YAC clones mapped to 3p and obtained from the CEPH YAC library. The hybridization was performed as previously described [Rosenberg et al., 1994], with minor modifications. Probes were labeled with biotin or digoxigenin by nick translation (Roche, Mannheim, Germany). The hybridization of \( \alpha \)-satellite was carried out at 37°C overnight, and of cosmids and YACs, at 37°C for a week. The detection of probes was accomplished by incubation with fluoroscein isothiocyanate (FITC) avidin (Vector, Burlingame, CA), or with rhodamine antidigoxigenin/FITC avidin (ONCOR, Gaithersburg, MD). Slides were mounted with Vectashield Mounting Medium (Vector). The hybridization of \( \alpha \)-satellite was carried out at 37°C overnight, and of cosmids and YACs, at 37°C for a week. The detection of probes was accomplished by incubation with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) avidin (Vector, Burlingame, CA), or with rhodamine antidigoxigenin/FITC avidin (ONCOR, Gaithersburg, MD). Slides were mounted with Vectashield Mounting Medium (Vector).

Genomic DNA from peripheral white blood cells of patients and their parents was extracted with phenol by routine methods. The genotyping of 17 highly polymorphic microsatellite loci mapped to 3p was performed by PCR standard techniques. Primer sequences and amplification conditions were obtained from the Genome Database (http://gddbwww.gdb.org). Radioactively labeled \( \left[ ^{32}P \right] \) dATP PCR products were separated by electrophoresis on denaturing polyacrylamide gels, followed by autoradiography. Quantitative analysis was performed to assess loci duplications. The optical density (OD) of bands in autoradiograms were estimated using BIORAD GS 700 Image Densitometer (BIORAD).
Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA). The ratio \((R_{a1/a2})\) between OD of the smaller \((a1)\) and larger \((a2)\) alleles was calculated for each locus in patients, both parents of Patient 1, and the mother of Patient 2. The dosage coefficients were estimated by dividing the patient ratio \([R_{a1/a2}]_P\) by the ratio obtained for parents \([R_{a1/a2}]_F \) and \([R_{a1/a2}]_M\). Dosage coefficients \(\geq 1.5\) and \(\leq 0.75\) were considered as indicative of duplications of the smaller and the larger alleles, respectively.

**RESULTS**

**Patient 1**

*Cytogenetic analysis.* In 146/150 metaphases analyzed, a tandem 3p12→3p21 duplication was observed; the remaining four metaphases had a normal 46,XY karyotype (Fig. 2a). Both parents had normal karyotypes. In situ hybridization of chromosome 3 short- and long-arm libraries confirmed a short-arm duplication (Fig. 3a). Centromeric sequences did not appear duplicated. The cosmids containing sequences of the gene FHIT (3p14.2) were duplicated but HSem IV cosmids (3p21.31) were not. FISH of a YAC panel mapping around the putative breakpoints allowed the identification of the duplicated and nonduplicated segments, and enabled us to narrow the breakpoint regions. At the proximal breakpoint, the YACs 796_c_4 and 773_b_3 were duplicated, but the YACs 722_b_8 and 955_b_8 were not. The YAC 961_h_3 (mapped to 3p21.1 or 3p21.2) was duplicated, but the distal signal was consistently weaker, indicating that this YAC was only partially duplicated and contained the proximal breakpoint. At the distal breakpoint, the YACs 730_c_5, 737_e_4, 755_f_12, 710_f_11, 922_d_5, 729_c_3 were duplicated, but YACs 887_f_12, 958_f_12, and 806_h_2 were not. YACs 729_c_3 (duplicated, Fig. 3c) and 806_h_2 (nonduplicated, Fig. 3d), adjacent in the WC 3.10 contig, were the last nonduplicated and the first duplicated segments, and, since YAC 729_c_3 yielded signals of similar intensities, the distal breakpoint could be located between these two YACs. Dual-color FISH confirmed that the duplication was in tandem (Fig. 3e). Figure 4a summarizes FISH findings in this patient.

*Microsatellite analysis.* Eight microsatellite loci mapped to the duplicated segment and to the nonduplicated distal 3p were genotyped in the patient and his parents (Fig. 5a and c). Two different alleles were always present in the patient (loci D3S1110, D3S2336, D3S1277, D3S1514, D3S1540, D3S1296, D3S1542), except for the most proximal locus, D3S1663, in which he was homozygous. Allele dosage was compared by densitometry in loci D3S1514 and D3S1540, mapped to the duplicated segment, and in loci D3S2336 and D3S1277, mapped to the nonduplicated distal 3p. In loci D3S1514 and D3S1540, the paternal allele was clearly more amplified, and in loci D3S2336 and D3S1277 no difference between the intensities of paternal and maternal alleles was detected.

**Patient 2**

*Cytogenetic analysis.* A 3p21→3p24 tandem duplication was observed in 60 metaphases (Fig. 2b). The patient’s mother had a normal karyotype and his father was not available. FISH of chromosome 3 short- and long-arm libraries confirmed the duplication of chromosome 3 short arm (Fig. 3f). The cosmids containing sequences of the genes FHIT (3p14.2) and HSem IV (3p21.31) were not duplicated. Near the proximal breakpoint, the YACs 712_a_7, 792_d_7 and 817_d_5 were duplicated, but YACs 730_c_5, 887_f_12, 796_d_2 and 758_g_3 were not. The YAC 749_a_7 was duplicated; however, its signals consistently had different intensities, the distal signal being always weaker,
thus indicating that this YAC was partially duplicated and spanned the proximal breakpoint (Fig. 3g). Supporting this interpretation, the flanking YACs 817_d_5 and 758_g_3 in WC 3.7 contig were duplicated and nonduplicated, respectively. The distal breakpoint was located between the YAC 909_b_6 (3p25.1), which was not duplicated (Fig 3h), and the duplicated YAC 932_b_6 (3p24.3). Dual-color FISH confirmed that the duplication was in tandem (Fig. 3i). Figure 4b summarizes FISH findings.

**Microsatellite analysis.** Twelve microsatellite loci were genotyped in the patient and his mother (Fig. 5b,d). In loci D3S1038, D3S2327, D3S2337, D3S1211, D3S1298, D3S3521, D3S3527, D3S3563, and D3S1296, the patient had two alleles and in loci D3S1110, D3S3598, and D3S1277, he was homozygous. Dosage coefficients were estimated for informative loci mapped to the duplicated segment as determined by FISH (D3S2327, D3S2337, D3S1211, D3S1298, D3S3521, and D3S3527). One of the alleles was more amplified than the other in loci...
D3S2327, D3S2337, D3S1211, D3S1298, D3S3521, and D3S3527. In loci D3S1298, D3S3521, and D3S3527, the duplicated alleles did not match with maternal alleles, pointing to a paternal duplication.

**DISCUSSION**

GTG-banding, FISH, and microsatellite analyses were associated in this study of two 3p duplications. FISH allowed the identification of the duplicated segments, and based on the location of these segments on the GDB maps, the position of breakpoints relative to chromosome bands could be more accurately mapped. Furthermore, YACs spanning breakpoints were identified, a first step in the study of the sequences involved in the rearrangements. In Patient 1, the YAC 961_h_3, mapped to the interface of 3p12.1 and 3p12.2, spanned the proximal breakpoint. The distal breakpoint was mapped between YACs 729_c_3 and 806_h_2, both at the distal end of 3p21.1. FISH and GTG-banding analyses agreed in the gross assignment of both breakpoints; however, the additional data provided by FISH allowed delimitation of the duplication as spanning the segment 3p12.2 to 3p21.1. Therefore, the patient’s karyotype could be written as mos46,XY,dup(3)(p12.1or p12.2p21.1)/46,XY. In Patient 2, the proximal breakpoint was mapped to the YAC 749_a_7, at 3p21.33. The distal breakpoint was located between the YAC 932_b_6 and the YAC 909_b_6, mapped to 3p25.1. Since GTG-banding showed that 3p24.3 was partially duplicated, the breakpoint could be located at the distal end of 3p24.3. Therefore, the duplication spanned the segment 3p21.33 to 3p24.3, and the patient’s karyotype was 46,XY,dup(3)(p21.33p24.3).

Microsatellite analysis enabled us to disclose the parental origin of the rearrangements, as well as their possible mechanisms of formation. Three alleles were never observed in our patients, and this required a quantitative analysis for the identification of the duplicated alleles. Since some alleles are amplified more efficiently than others, dosage coefficients were calculated by comparing the ratio between the smaller and the larger allele in the patients and their parents. These dosage coefficients are more precise when individuals bearing same-sized alleles are compared. This was the case when we compared allele intensities in loci D3S2336 and D3S1277 of Patient 1 and his father, as well as in the locus D3S1514 of this patient and his mother. Patient 2 and his mother had alleles of the same size in loci D3S1211, D3S2327 and D3S2337.

The presence of just two types of alleles on the duplicated segments of both patients indicated that the rearrangements occurred either postzygotically, or involved sister chromatids in meiosis. Allele dosage pointed to a paternal origin of both duplications. In Patient 1, the presence of a normal cell line makes a postzygotic origin of the duplication more likely. A meiotic rearrangement, however, remains a possibility, but requires additional events for the formation of the normal cell line, e.g., a duplicated chromosome present in all cells of a developing embryo can be lost and normality rescued by the duplication of the normal homologue, thus resulting in UPD for chromosome 3.

A rearrangement in the zygote between sister chromatids of the paternal chromosome would give rise to cells with a deletion and others carrying the tandem duplication. In the latter, paternal and maternal alleles would be present at the distal nonduplicated 3p, as in our patients. If the rearrangement occurred later in development, a normal cell line would also be present, as detected in Patient 1. The cell lines carrying the deletion might have been lost or restricted to tissues other than
blood. An exchange between homologous chromatids can be excluded, because in this case, the segregation of the duplicated chromatid with the paternal normal one would have resulted in a cell with a duplication of paternal loci and a deletion of maternal loci distally to the duplication.

The most important physical abnormalities of our Patient 1 were growth retardation and deformities in lower limbs. Pre- and postnatal growth retardation were present in 30% of the patients with chromosome 3 short-arm duplications reviewed by Conte et al. [1995], but lower limb deformities were not described. Among the 44 duplications reviewed, the one described by Kleckowska et al. [1984], which spanned the segment 3p14 → 3p22, partially overlapped the duplication present in our Patient 1 (3p12 → 3p21.1). This was also the case of the 3p11.1 → 3p14.2 duplication described by Watson et al. [1990]. Our patient, however, did not present a clinical picture in common with these patients.

Some of the patients reviewed by Conte et al. [1995] had duplications that overlapped, at least partially, the duplicated segment in our Patient 2 (3p21.33 → 3p24.3).

The most similar rearrangement was the direct 3p21.3 → 3p25 duplication described by Zhang and Wang [1984]. Notwithstanding, this patient did not share a clinical phenotype with our Patient 2, whose main clinical features were macrosomia and macrocrania. Indeed, these features were not present in any of the patients with 3p duplication in the review of Conte et al. [1995].

Although the clinical delimitation of a “3p2 trisomy syndrome” has been attempted [Conte et al., 1995], different clinical pictures have been described in patients who carry duplications of the same chromosomal segment, e.g., the patients reported by Conte et al. [1995] and Frankova et al. [1991], both with 3p24.1 → 3pter duplication. In both cases, duplications originated from chromosomal translocations, and were associated with small deletions of other chromosomal segments. In fact, 39 of the 44 duplications reviewed originated from balanced rearrangements present in one of the parents, and the patients had deletions or duplications of other chromosomes that could contribute to the phenotypic variability. Alternatively, one may speculate that some
clinical manifestations might be influenced by the parental origin of the duplication. In this line of thinking, it is noteworthy that among the 3p21→3pter inherited duplications reviewed by Conte et al. [1995], six of the seven cases with a maternal origin had an early postnatal death, while only one of the five cases with a paternal origin died soon after birth. Certainly, the delineation of the phenotypic consequences of these chromosomal unbalances must go through the precise delimitation of duplicated/deleted segments and the identification of their parental origin.
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